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Abstract. The aim of the paper is to give a description of linear 
kernds of symmetric p-stable measures in terms of Pettis-type- 
integral of some operatom. 

I. Imdmtioa. Let E be a locally convex space and p a cylindrical 
measure on E. The linear kernel of ,u is defined as the topological dual to the 
space E' endowed with the topology of the convergence in One d the 
problems concerning the linear kernel of an arbitrary cylindrical measure is 
its description. Partial results in this direction can be found in [S] and [7]. 
The first paper concerns p-stable Radon measures with discrete spectrym. 
The second one - a special class of p-stable processes. We give a description 
of linear kernels of symmetric p-stable measures in te rm of Pettttis-type- 
Integral of some operators. 

2. &eE~wadmm Let E denote a locally convex space (1.c.s.) with 
topol0gical dual E' and let (P, d, $") Be a probability space. 

LP, O < p < ao, denotes the space LP(O, d, P). If y is a cylindrical 
measure on the algebra of cylindrical subsets of E, fi is the characteristic 
function, i.e. 

In this paper we consider only cylindrical measures on E which charac- 
teristic function has the forno 

(*I i (x?  = ~XP(-IITX~IIG}. 

where T is a contigmous linear operator from E: (2  denotes the Mackey 
topology) into LP. 

Note that every symmetric p-stable Radon measure has the form 
w. 1311. 
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PROWSITION 1 ([4:41, p. 270). Let E be rn 1-c.s. and Iet T :  El 
t I? (a, d, P) be a continuous linear operator, Then T is Pettis iute~rubie, 
i.o. for every A from d therae is an element x, of E sucla that 

(x,, x') = J Tx' d P  for etrery xr E E' . 
A 

We write x, = j TdP.  
2 

If p 2 1 and 1": E: ::-. kP is a C O ~ ~ ~ U O U S  linear operator, then for every 
function @ E L9, k/p + l/q = 1, the linear operator $ T: x' -. I) Kx' is conti- 
nuous as a map from a into L1. Therefore, by ProposiGon I, the intgral 
j $TdP exists and is an element of E. 
Ikl 

If we endow the dual space E' with the topology s, of the convergence 
in p, then the space = (El, sJ is called the linear kernel of p, 

3. m n  result. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be an i.c.s. and p a cyiindrical measure on E with 

characteristic function of the form (*I. If 1 g p < oo, then 

H ,  = { J $ T B P :  I J ~ E L ~ ) ,  
R 

where l ip+ l/q -- 1 (if p = 1, then q = m), 

Pr o of, We define the sets: 

k t  Iv,O denote the palm of VB, i.e. = {xEE: I (x, x'>l < 1 for every 
X' E V). First, we show that A, = KO. 

k t  a be an element of A,. Then a = J$TdP,  and we get 
a 

for every X'E V,/,. Therefore, A, c e. 
If X'EA:, then, for every $€L4, I l$ l l cq  < 1, and ij$lx'dPI < Yn, which 

R 
l / n .  Therefore X'E V, and, consqumtly, A: c V,, which 

Ha: is easy to cheek that A, is convex and balanced. We show that A, is 
weakly closed in E. Let {aa) = ( J $ a  T d B )  be a net in A, which converges to 

R 



an element Q E E .  Since (a,) c A,, IE4G.a,/ < R for each or, Since a ball in Lq (in 
kpoj is *-we&ly closed, there exists a sub-net of (h) which weakly 
converges in. (in P) to some .rko, Il$io/l 6 n. Therefore 

Since fag) also weakly converges to a, we get a = J $, TdP, which 
R 

shows that A, is weakly closed. 
By the Bipolar Theorem (cf. [2]), A:' = A,, which gives A, =, KP. 
Now, we define 

The sets U ,  farm a neighbowhood base of 0 in E for s,-topology. 
, Denoting by e7; the polar of U, with %@Gt to the dual pair {E', E'* j 
(* denotes the algebraical dual), we get 

m 

sa,= U v;. 
R= 1 

Since ,ii is sf the form (a), j2: R is coatinuous, Therefore, the 
nleasure p is scalarly concentrated on the fslmily of all absoIutely convex 
weakly compact subsets of E .  Conseqmntly, the canonical embedding sf Ei 
into (E',  s,) is continuous (cf. [Ell, pp. 26 and 30). So, for every n there is an 
absolutely convex compact set K, c E such that dC: c U,. 

Note that (KD' =a,. I n d e d  if x'EE" is an element of (K,O)', then 
j(x, xr>l d 1 for every x ' E K ~ .  But this means that x is continuous on E. 
Hence x belongs lo E sand it follows fmm Bipolar Theorem that ( K a *  

0 0 - R  =(KJ - ,a* 

Because of eT; = (a:)" = K,, we get 

Using (*) once again we conclude that if ( x i }  converges to xb in s,- 
topology, then ( 1  Tx; - TxbJJ,, -+ 0. So, for any n there is a k(n) such that 
Uk(n) I/n- 

Conversely, it is easy to check that Tx; -+ Txb in V implies x i  -+ xb in E(. 

So, for every ra there is an E(n) such that i$,, c U,. 
Finally, we obtain 

w~&<bmpldes the proof of our theorem. 
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Remark  1. The fact that is a subspaee of E was known for Radon 
measures (cf. C3-J). 

Remark 2. From Theorem 1 we infer that 611, B a Banach space. 
Indeed, we can take the Minkowslri functional of the set A, as a norm on 
4. This norm is equiLalent to the norm in ((cf, aiso t5-J). 
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